
Vivense uses QUIN Audience Engine which    
provides advanced customer analytics,  
hyper     personalization, and real-time 

capabilities across all of its platforms for     
continuous     growth

The Client

Leading furniture e-commerce company in Europe

Vivense is one of the leading furniture e-commerce companies in Europe with over 1 million 
yearly deliveries, having a unique business model combining online experience with many 
showrooms offering free interior service.


In their online stores; Vivense offers nearly 300.000 products in over 150 categories to over 10 
million monthly online visitors. Vivense manages the furniture journey from sourcing products to 
delivery and after-sales service with over 110,000 m2 warehouses across Germany, UK and 
Turkey, while managing the whole experience from e-commerce to last-mile delivery through 
their strong e-commerce platform and mobile app.

The Problem

Understanding and gaining insights from their real-time online visitor data 
and converting them to deliverable, optimal action in all of its e-commerce 
sites 

Vivense had been running campaigns with plenty of offers in different categories but they were 
unable to increase the offer acceptance and had been providing discounts to buyers which 
results in hurt profits.  Vivense was struggling to differentiate abandoners from real buyers and 
this reflects a low conversion rate, revenue loss and depressed profitability, especially in certain 
hours. 


Endless analysis of segments, customer journeys and A/B tests were not enough to optimize 
data to increase conversion and keep it stable. This challenge is sustained when they launched 
their new website in the UK and Germany with far lower monthly traffic. Recently launched 
platforms did not have enough traffic to manage the online audience to drive higher conversion.

human beıng

Deeply complex, not well

understood, difficult to predict
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easy to predict
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The Solution

Grow exponentially through game-changing technology for Vivense’s e-
commerce platforms 

Vivense plugged QUIN Audience Engine and advances customer-facing offers and emotional 
engagement potential for each customer. Vivense hyper-personalizes brand engagement and 
optimizes what is presented to the user in real-time to increase offer acceptance, upsell, and 
ultimately CLV. Growth started from the high-traffic platform and continued with recently 
launched platforms in Germany and the UK.  Learning from the biggest platform transferred to 
the smaller platforms to drive growth immediately with Vivense’s customer data.

Learn   while you
Learnwhile you Earn

13%
INCREMENTAL REVENUE

1.6X
UPLIFT

The Benefits

Deep behavioral learning, predefined automated actions, transfer learning to 
smaller platforms for continuous growth 

QUIN Audience Engine provides real-time observation and response to customer interactions 
while learning different behaviors. Actionable visitor data allows to increase sales, optimise 
budgets and transfer learning to other platforms.


Seamless integration to benefit 

from first-party-data just in 15 

days 

Super Quick

Actionable data to drive engagement 

and personalisation 

QUIN processed 1000+ 

concurrent sessions/min and 

reaches generates a 15% 

incremental revenue

Empowers 

Customers

Observes human behavior and 

intention to identify the ideal trigger 
moment 

Targeted only 15% of the traffic 

and increase conversion rate by 

17% from %0.38 to %0.44 

Optimises Data

to Increase CR

Present simple, revlevant, exclusive 

optimal and session focussed offers

QUIN learns your website and 

your customers and does not rely 

on generalisations or customer 

data sets

Your customer data

to stay ahead

of Competition 

Precise data on how YOUR customers 

interact with YOUR website, not 
generalized user data or Industry data 


Learning from higher volume 

traffic is transferred to 

smaller platforms for faster 

and solid results in 15 days 


Transfer

Learning

Constant  learning with insights 
from bigger platfrom to smaller 
platforms with unique actionable 

data of Vivense’s customers    


Personalize your offers
QUIN personalized actions according to categories, hours and price 

ranges. Personalized offers based on audience intentions and behaviors 
results in significant outcomes

Increase in

Avg. Basket Size

1.24X

1.52X

466% 100 - 300 PRICE RANGE

LIFT IN COFFEE TABLE CATEGORY

LIFT IN  BOOKSHELF CATEGORY

LIFT BETWEEN 00:00 - 09:00

LOWEST 15 CR CATEGORIES

1.25X

1.33X

QUIN in action
(7 Days)

TARGET AUDIENCE: BUYER

TARGET AUDIENCE: ABANDONER

%466
INCREASE


IN AVG. BASKET SIZE

1.34X
LIFT IN


CONVERSION RATE

Increase Basket Size
QUIN started to promote Vivense’s upsell campaigns to the BUYER Audience 

determined by Quin Audience Engine. A certain amount of discount offered to the 
right audience at the right time. Users increased their basket sizes significantly in 

the highest basket size ranges.

79%
INCREASE ON 


AVARAGE BASKET SIZE

on campaıng I

56%
INCREASE ON


AVARAGE BASKET SIZE

on campaıng II

CAMPAIGN I - 4000 - 5000 TL TO 6000

CAMPAIGN II - 5000 - 6200 TL TO 7500
QUIN in action

WITH QUIN 7593

WITHOUT QUIN 4220
AVARAGE

BASKET VALUE

WITH QUIN 8458

WITHOUT QUIN 5412
AVARAGE

BASKET VALUE

Journey Abandoner
QUIN Audience Engine provides real-time predictions on how Vivense’s visitors interact 
with their website and is able to transfer the learnings from bigger platforms to smaller 
ones for faster and more impactful results. Vivense plugged QUIN into its Germany and 
UK website and start taking actions to ABANDONERS and started growing immediately  

1.76X
LIFT IN


VIVENSE DE

1.28X
LIFT IN


VIVENSE UK

SIZE  -  5.8K CONV. RATE  -  3.56%AUDIENCE

CONV. RATE  -  2.03%SIZE  -  1.4KCONTROL GROUP

1.53%Incremental Conversıon Rate

SIZE  -  1.5K CONV. RATE  -  1.76%AUDIENCE

CONV. RATE  -  1.37%SIZE  -  150CONTROL GROUP

0.39%Incremental Conversıon Rate

QUIN in action
(5 Days)

VIVENSE DE

VIVENSE UK

Serkan Arslan, Project Manager, Vivense

“QUIN turns data into intelligent actions and hyper-personalize 
brand engagement in real time to increase our offer 

acceptance. We also truly learned from the high volume traffic 
platform and fuel the growth across our platforms in Germany 

and UK immediately”

Book a demo

quinengine.com

Try 

https://www.quinengine.com
https://www.quinengine.com/

